
iggy pop

used to wake at 3 am check email scroll glitter
married but hadn’t realised was in love with multiples
thought it would be so cool to do other things at 4 am
but just scroll
downward
everything very good and very bad
reality was deviating, going hyperbolic
stopped needing glasses after entering data
a very slight shift at the start can lead to a huge aberration down the road
simultaneously 9 inches and 15 kms away depending on your root

obsessed with multiple shadows who didn’t know I was, without knowing that that’s what it was
I liked my guy but one day when he woke up his smell was offline
my non-conscious woke me at 4.20 am to warn me about crayon-like tattoos
all before I developed a fear of the night before the morning, but not the night after the evening
a fear of the dark more spatial than temporal
what can I do here, not now
no colours nothing, go back to sleep but
some of what you need will find you and some of what you find will just be arbitrary and not your fault or
making

cop next door recruited more dogs, he used to have just one, but when Ruger got old he either acquired or
made more
to follow her around wherever she goes
twisting and parking as they went
overheard him yelling Zoe the name’s actually Stoic
and Barney eating loose eggs on the doorstep

the cop built a shed beneath his house and because I slept down the hill his light show right into my room
through my blinds
so that whenever he got up in the middle of the night
I got up in the middle of the night
it felt like all the women were detecting secret messages in the atmosphere while men were just shitting
whenever they wanted
woke up and organised his multiple spirits before taking them to work
not sure how much they get paid
just animals who don’t know money so kind of serfs
weird my sleep got pegged on
cop his sleep or lack thereof
in his orbit I’m another dog
waking up and going down hill


